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Cultural Codes: an investigation into the
practice of living culture in contemporary
Māori art forms within interior space.
Cultural Codes is an
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The design process used
to create this structure
primarily relied on
parametric modeling
techniques to work out
txhe exact dimensions and
angles required to fit all of
the components together
into the installation.

the exhibition presents
a series of photograph
and sounds of weaving
projected onto the
triangle within the
installation. This section
of the exhibition seeks
to link the audience back
to traditional practice of
Te Whare Pora exploring
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Pora was a dedicated
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place where children were

from cooking and cleaning

chosen to go to learn

through to hunting and

the art of Maori weaving

gathering.

just a learning environment,
it was the place where
the child would develop
the skills to be worthy of
retaining the knowledge
passed on to them.
In a contemporary
context, Te Whare Pora
is more related to a state
of mind that a senior
weaver is possessed by
while weaving. While
working within the Te
Whare Pora mindset the
weaver is considered to
carry/ embody the values,
skills and knowledge of
the weaving discipline,
a complex, sacred and
revered art-form. Weavers
who were initiated into this
house had their levels of
consciousness raised to
be in a state of optimum
readiness to receive this
scared knowledge.
Prior to the introduction
to Christian beliefs in New
Zealand, the native Maori
people operated within
a spiritual space where
natural phenomena were
interlinked with the forces
of Atua [Maori gods]. These
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[Raranga]. It was more than
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Regardless of having
lost a realised place
where weaving masters
convened, the art form
remained important in the
lives of those who valued
its practices [tikanga].
Since the establishment
of NZMACI (New Zealand
Maori Arts and Crafts
Institure) in Rotorua, the
recognition of Maori art
and design has been seen
on a global scale.
Cultural Codes looks to
contribute to the growing
practice of contemporary
interpretations of
traditional Maori
weaving. Throughout the
development of the Cultural
Codes exhibition, a number
of sources were reviewed
to ensure a culturally
sympathetic design that
remains true to the origins
of the weaving craft.
The structure by the Cultural
Codes team has taken Te
Whare Pora as a precedent
for their project. The
design intention behind the
exhibition was to re-create
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Cultural Coding

on several levels. On one
level Culture Codes alludes
to the practice of computer
programming, commonly
referred to as coding.
On another level the Cultural
Codes project alludes to the
ways in which Māori people
encode culture. Māori people
deploy many different
cultural craft practices as
forms of cultural codes
these include: weaving,
tattooing, architecture and
language. These systems of
culture / visual production
are means by which
different Māori tribes (iwi)
has communicated myths
of creation, iwi history
(genealogy) and propagated
values, knowledge and
principles of life (tikanga).
The symbols, fabrication
processes, and unique craft
methods used to create
artifacts we see within

This linking brings methods
of craft from the past in
contact with the present.
For artists and designers
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how indigenous knowledge

Culturally rich expressions
via digital media are
fraught with tension arising
from the perceived cold
nature of the computer
and their seeming
inabilities to harness/

engages with mathematics.
This offers youth that
are engaged with their
ethnic heritage, a cultural
connection point to better
contextualize their scientific
studies.

imbue the warm aura of

The Culture Codes

humanity. Furthermore the

installation is a direct

in subtle and obvious
ways to either guide
the construction or as
ornamentation of the
final garment.
The triangle is a primary
geometric shape, used
in pattern design across
the globe in many diverse
cultures. In Cultural Codes
design we limited the
tile design to equilateral
triangles. The curve of the
structure prevents us from
having a regular tessellation
of the surface, however
the design is based on the
symmetrical properties
of equilateral triangles.
Equilateral triangles provide
a uniform grid to organize
visual composition of the
projected forms and media.
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to help explain connections
between the wearer
and the living earth. The
Cultural Codes project aims
to align with these spiritual
ideologies.

Kaupapa

achieve much together.

